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Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings: Volume One -- The New Atlantis . 

Nearly 3 hours of intensity! 

Award-winning video has won the following Film Industry awards: 

1) New York Film Festival - Screen Craft Award for best full-length feature 

documentary 

2) Los Angeles Film Festival - Best Historical Documentary -- This award means the 

film industry judges recognized that we handled our historic facts properly and 

journalistically proved our facts, controversial though they may be 

3) Official Selection of the Lake Tahoe Film Festival 

4) 2006 Golden Telly Award for excellence in TV and documentary production 

The greatest "Whodunit" of the past 500 years! Secret Mysteries takes the mystery out of America's history. 

This video unfolds the fascinating history behind the founding of America, and exposes the esoteric underbelly 

of its design. Why is Washington D.C. build on the 77th Meridian? Are the Revolutionary War cities really 

built in perfect alignment with Stonehenge? If America was founded as a Christian nation, why are many of its 

symbols, buildings, and monuments based on Pagan traditions? There is no doubt that much of America’s 

national heritage was Christian, but just as a coin has two sides, our national heritage has a second side – one 

based squarely on occult secret societies and their values. 

To find the answer to these questions, we follow the journey of secret societies from England to the New World 

and learn of their ancient hope: to rebuild the lost empire of Atlantis. 

In the 16th century, Sir Francis Bacon was at the helm of the secret societies in England. When Bacon penned 

his classic work, ‘The New Atlantis’ he believed that America and Atlantis were one and the same. He outlined 

his vision for the perfect society, and some suggest the program he set forth has been the driving force behind 

the course of modern history. While he did not originate the concept, it was Bacon who articulated an ancient 

plan to be carried out by all the secret orders. As Chief of the Rosicrucians and the first Grand Master of 

modern Freemasonry, Bacon sent his followers to the new world. A 1910 Newfoundland stamp with his image 

upon it reads, ‘Lord Bacon: the Guiding Spirit in [the] Colonization Scheme.’ Because of his influence, Francis 

Bacon is considered by some to be ‘the real and true founder of America.’ For centuries, controversy has 

surrounded this figure who is said to be the illegitimate son of Queen Elizabeth I, and secret author of the 

Shakespeare plays; the man whom Thomas Jefferson considered one of the three most influential men in 

history. 

https://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1134


Is it possible that Bacon’s vision guides America today? 

Where The DaVinci Code meets National Treasure: Learn the incredible secrets of the esoteric traditions, 

hidden within the manifold layers of signs and symbols in our nation’s infrastructure. Find out why some 

believe that from ancient times America has been chosen to fulfill a secret destiny. 

Cutting Edge has been working on this video for many years, as we are determined that this second coin side of 

our National Heritage be fully understood. Only when you properly understand our past can you understand 

where our leaders are taking us today. Only when you properly understand the occult heritage which our 

Founding Fathers set in place can you understand why America is in Iraq, why we are forcing a strange brand of 

"democracy" upon the world, and why America has always been in the leadership of the nations of the world in 

marching steadily towards the NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM (New Order of the Ages - New World Order), the 

symbol of which is on the back of the American One Dollar Bill. We have enlisted the aid of a Christian 

Hollywood film producer (yes, there is one), and a proven Hollywood promoter. The quality of the script 

writing is superb and the technical quality of the film is superior to "The History Channel" or "The National 

Geographic". 

Volume II - Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings: Riddles in Stone - Secret Architecture of Washington, D.C.  

"Riddles In Stone: Secret Architecture of Washington, D.C.", will continue to explore the 

fascinating history behind the origins and focus of the world's most powerful nation: 

America. 

Why was this nation founded? How was the precise location of Washington, D.C., 

determined? What is the meaning of the seemingly countless occult images in our 

nation's capitol? 

Volume II zeroes in on the Masonic & Rosicrucian influence so prevalent amongst 

our Founding Fathers as they planned, and began to implement, the layout of 

America's Capitol. For years, extreme controversy has abounded as to the exact 

meaning of the occult symbols found within the street layout, the buildings, and the 

monuments of Washington, D.C. 

Is there really an inverted Pentagram formed by the street layout just north of the White House? We have 

discovered the esoteric reason why this Pentagram is missing one segment. 

Was this city laid out to reflect the vision of a Masonic Christ foreseen by Sir Francis Bacon? Is it true that 

America's capitol was laid out "according to the stars", i.e., in the astrological shapes of certain planets and 

stars so revered by occultists? 

Why did our Masonic Founding Fathers perform "Corn, Wine, and Oil" ceremonies at cornerstone layings and 

at the dedication of the finished structure? 

Does this occult "wisdom" represent the interests of America, or a hidden agenda? 

As with Volume I, this "Secret Mysteries" series will continue to explore current -- and possibly future -- 

events by examining America's past. What can these realities mean for the unfolding destiny of America and 

the world? Now you will know that, when President Bush said he was fulfilling the "Ancient Hope" of the 

"New Order of the Ages" (as we show in Volume I), he was merely acting out the plan reflected in the street 

layout and in the architecture of Washington, D.C. 3 hour video 
 

https://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1319


The Eye of the Phoenix: Secrets of the One Dollar Bill - Video #3 - Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings  

This video is better than either Video #`1 (New Atlantis) or Video #2 (Riddles In Stone: The 

Secret Architecture of Washington, D.C.). Only Cutting Edge could produce this video 

because of our 20-year study of Witchcraft, our 16-year study of Freemasonry, and our 

insistence upon lining up all this information with Bible Prophecy and Doctrine. 

This high quality documentary proves the following points about the two Seals on 

the back of the One Dollar Bill with clarity and precision: 1) The two Seals are 

Egyptian and Luciferian 2) The two Seals were introduced by Freemasons, in 1782 

3) Masonic President Franklin Roosevelt, aided by his Secretary of 

Agriculture/Vice President Wallace, ordered these Seals to be placed on the back of 

the Dollar Bill in 1935, having been urged on and advised by the Russian 

channeler/mystic, Nicolas Roerach. 4) Americans had no idea that the Roosevelt Administration was as 

controlled by mystic, Black Magick forces, as it was. Had they known the degree to which Roosevelt was 

controlled by Black Magick forces, he would have been forced out of office immediately. 5) We correctly 

link the symbolism of the All- Seeing Eye of Lucifer hovering over the unfinished pyramid on the back of 

the Dollar Bill to the coming prophesied Third Temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem! The Masons have 

been steadfastly determined since 1782 to seize control of the Temple Mount so they could resurrect 

Solomon's Temple for use by their Masonic Christ! 

Since this was the plan in 1782 when the Seals were created, the Masons made sure that the symbolism of 

the unfinished pyramid directly tied into their plan to rebuild Solomon's Temple. When the Masonic Christ 

(Antichrist) is planned to be the "Living Stone" to top off the unfinished pyramid! 

You will be amazed at this simple, but profound, symbolism linkeage and by the thorough degree to which 

this plan fulfills Bible prophecy exactly! You will be shocked to realize that the stage for the fulfillment of 

this End of the Age prophecy was set all the way back to 1782! 

This video will become your favorite of the entire series! 

 

 

A Tale of Two Babylons : by David Bay, Cutting Edge Ministries  

The Bible mentions the name 'Babylon' 264 times in the KJV. Today, many Christians are 

confused about references in prophetic passages which use Babylon in seemingly difference 

ways. When a Christian tries to shoe-horn one definition into all references to Babylon he / 

she is unnecessarily confused. 

In our study of  'A Tale of Two Babylons', we are going to demonstrate that prophetic 

literature speaks of God's judgment on one physical nation 'Babylon' (Judged in Isaiah 

13) and one nation Symbolically called 'Babylon' ( Judged in Revelation 18). 

If you understand this difference, you will properly understand End Times prophecy. 

But, if you do not understand the difference between these 2 Babylons, you will be 

unnecessarily confused, and will be open to being mislead on one of the most 

important End Times subjects. 

Since the confusion begins with the definition of  'Babylon', let us begin at there! Bible scholars recognize that 

https://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=2768
https://www.cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1984


God uses the name Babylon in two distinct ways. (Quoting from The Free Dictionary Online). 

1) '... the capital of the ancient  kingdom Babylonia in Mesopotamia on the Euphrates. 

Established as capital c. 1750 BC, rebuilt in regal splendor by Nebuchadnezzar II after its destruction (c. 689  

bc) by the Assyrians, Babylon was the site of the Hanging Gardens, one  of the Seven Wonders of the World2) 

A city or place of great luxury, sensuality, and often vice, corruption or a place of captivity or exile. 

In this study of 'A Tale of Two Babylons', we are going to demonstrate that End Times prophecy speaks of 

God's judgment on one physical nation 'Babylon' and one nation Symbolically called 'Babylon'. 

We will also reveal two major contributions to End Times' prophecy which Donald J. Trump is poised to fulfill. 

In fact, Trump may be the only leader who can fulfill these prophecies in America today. President Trump does 

not realize it, but he has 'An Appointment With Destiny', a favorite term uttered many times by 33rd Degree 

Masonic President, Franklin Roosevelt, referring to the New Age / Masonic Messiah, whom the Bible calls 

Antichrist. 

1 hour 37 minutes 

 

 


